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Lesson Plan 

Good morning everyone, my name is Yang Wang, and this is my partner Xiaoqi Xu. 

What we would like to do is sharing some interesting Chinese words in two pronunciation

Mandarin and Cantonese. Generally, we will teach how to pronounce, and then analyze tense and 

sentence structure of two phrases. Don't worry, you may rest assured that I will try my best to 

help you to learn it. 

OK, let us talk about the pronunciations and tones in Mandarin. Usually,the Mandarin 

language called Pinyin has 21 consonants and 16 vowels. When you pronounce the spelling, 

there are 4 main tones which is on top of Mandarin spelling are identified by an accent. To 

Cantonese, there has 20 consonant sounds, 12vowels and 10 diphthongs in the pronunciation. 

When you spelling the Cantonese words, you need to know there are 8 different tones which rise, 

maintain or lower your voice. 

The first phrase is called "Wo Gong Xi Ni Fa Cai" in Mandarin and "Ngo Gung Hei Nei 

Faat Coi" in Cantonese. which means wish you be happy and prosperous! In China, people use it 

very often, especially the Chinese New Year. In this sentence, there is no obvious tense in 

Chinese, this phrase can be used in past, present or future. In the sentences structure, the noun 

"Wo" or "Ngo"means I. Verb "Gong Xi" or "Gung Hei" means wish. Also, the object "Fa Cai" 

or "Faat Coi" is means rich and prosperous. Clearly, this sentence structure is mostly the same 



with the subject, the verb, and the object, but one different thing is these Chinese characters do 

not have singular and plural. 

Second phrase is called "Du Shu Po Wan Juan, Xia Bi Ru You Shen" in Mandarin and 

"Dau Syu Po Maan Gyun, Haa Bat Jyu Jau San." in Cantonese. which means through reading 

thousands of books can write fluently with amazing level. This one is more common to 

encourage people study hard when they are young. The Pinyin of Chinese sound similar as 

English pronounce. The subject is "du shu" or ""Dau Syu" means read books. The verb is "po" 

which means break though. The object is "wan juan" or "Maan Gyun" means thousands of books. 

"xia bi ru you shen" or "Haa Bat Jyu Jau San" start with the subject "xia bi" means hand 

writing, and verb "ru" means is seem like. Actually, the direct meaning of the object "shen" 

means God, but people put the ability of God to describe someone is really strong and intelligent 

when they have been studying thousands of times. 

To sum up, these two phrases are not too hard to say, but they are common sentences 

when you talk with Chinese. "Wo Gong Xi Ni Fa Cai" or "Ngo Gung Hei Nei Faat Coi" is the 

auspicious Expressions during lunar Chinese New Year, and "Du Shu Po Wan Juan, Xia Bi Ru 

You Shen"or "Dau Syu Po Maan Gyun, Haa Bat Jyu Jau San." is the most encouraging proverb 

for all young people. This two sentence structure same as English too. However, the tenses in 

Chinese is always one form whenever the event in past, present or future, and also they do not 

have singular and plural . Thank you for your time, we wish everyone enjoy these two phrases 

and try use them with other Chinese. 
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